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a b s t r a c t

This study examines non-lexical vocalisations accompanied by the German deictic “so” or
“so_was” as a multimodal package in music rehearsals. Focusing on the sequences prior to
the performance of a piece, where this practice often occurs, I demonstrate that the
multimodal package, vocalisations þ “so” or “so_was”, is utilised by participants in the
service of establishing a joint decision on how to perform the next part of a musical piece.
The analysis shows that participants demonstrate the rhythm in which the next piece
should be played and, by seeking their interlocutors’ approval in the next turn, orient to
their shared deontic authority with regard to decisions about their joint performance.
� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Joint actions are part of everyday social life. Many activities involve the coordination of multiple participants for the
successful accomplishment of a task. Moving a big cupboard, scoring a goal in a football match or even rock-climbing requires
careful planning and coordination of the participants involved in the activity. In each of these activities, participants need to
cooperate and often coordinate themselves on how to proceed in order to achieve their goals. This holds also for participants
in music rehearsals. Before proceeding with the main task of playing their instruments, participants of a rehearsal session
coordinate their actions and agree on how they are going to proceed, what rhythm they are going to follow or how quick the
tempo is going to be. This coordination in joint activities can be achieved through talk as well as embodied means (Balantani
and Lázaro, 2021; Clark, 1996; Hausendorf, 2013; Haviland, 2007, 2011).

This paper investigates how musicians achieve to coordinate their actions when practicing their instruments together
during a rehearsal session. Specifically, the focus is placed on the use of non-lexical vocalisations in conjunction with the
deictic expression “so” or “so_was”/‘like this’ in non-instructive settings.1 Drawing on the methodological principles of
Conversation Analysis (Drew, 2005; Sacks, 1992), the paper addresses the interactional significance of the practice
vocalisation þ “so” or “so_was” in music rehearsals between friends when deciding on the rhythm and tempo of their next
performance.2 Focusing on the sequences prior to the performance of a piece, where this practice often occurs, I demonstrate
that non-lexical vocalisations, when coupled with the deictic expression “so” or “so_was”, form a multimodal package
(Goodwin, 2003; Heath, 1986; Stukenbrock, 2010) utilised by participants in the service of establishing a joint decision on
estigates the interactional difference between “so” and its variant “so_was”. “so_was”, however, is a
translated in my examples as “something like that”.
is tempo. By vocalising the rhythm of a piece of music, participants are communicating the tempo as
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how to perform the next part of a musical piece and sharing the responsibility of that decision. Participants vocalise a rhythm
and produce the deictic “so” or “so_was” with rising intonation in the next turn. Produced with a try-marked intonation
(Sacks and Schegloff, 1979), the deictic “so” or “so_was” refers retrospectively to the prior embodied action, the suggested
rhythm, and projects a confirmation or disconfirmation of that action as a relevant next (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973). By
seeking their interlocutors’ approval of the suggested rhythm and tempo, participants orient to their shared deontic authority
(Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2012) with regard to decisions about their joint performance.

Following this brief introduction, section 2 introduces some literature on joint decisionmaking and how deontic authority
is constructed and negotiated in such settings. I give a brief review of existing studies on the use of non-lexical vocalisations
and the German deictic ‘‘so’’ and describe the gaze and gesture practices associated with the token. In section 3, I provide a
note on the data and methodology, followed by the empirical analysis on the use of vocalisations þ “so_was” as a multimodal
package (section 4). I provide four cases, in two of which the vocalisations are initiating actions proposing a certain rhythm,
and in the other two they are responses to a previous suggestion embodying a candidate demonstration. The paper concludes
with a discussion of the empirical findings (section 5).

2. Background

2.1. Symmetrical decision making

Joint activities require some form of negotiation and shared decision making between the participants involved. One way
of initiating the negotiation process is by suggesting a plan of action that invites the other interlocutors to either accept or
reject it (Herder et al., 2018; Kämäräinen et al., 2020; Stevanovic, 2013a; Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2012; Wasson, 2016). The
proposed action plan can be formulated in various linguistic formats, such as interrogative, declarative or imperative, each of
which suggests different entitlement with regard to the decision to be made and the relative distribution of deontic rights
between the participants (Couper-Kuhlen, 2014; Stevanovic, 2013b). The notion of deontic rights refers to a speaker’s po-
tential to determine other’s future action (Stevanovic, 2013b) and their distribution is locally organised by participants in
sequences of interaction; that is, the design of an interlocutor’s utterance may suggest a symmetrical or asymmetrical dis-
tribution of deontic rights. Consider the difference between the utterance “I would play that one first” formulated as a
declarative and “Should we play that one first?” formulatedwith interrogative syntax.While in the first utterance, formulated
as a stating conditional, the decision about the future action is presented as already established, the second one conveys a
request to participate in joint decision-making about the proposed future action (Stevanovic, 2013a). The speaker is asking the
recipient for his/her agreement to the proposed action plan; hence their future actions are contingent on the recipient’s
approval. Thus, depending on how a suggestion is formulated, speakers can negotiate their deontic rights. They can claim
their deontic authority on a matter at hand, challenge their interlocutor’s authority or take a weakened deontic stance and
suggest a more symmetrical distribution of deontic rights (Stevanovic, 2013b). While there are many linguistic resources
available for interlocutors to construct and negotiate their deontic authority, the actions implicit in the linguistic formats are
subtly negotiated in the turn-by-turn sequential unfolding of interaction. Recipients may accept the deontic claims expressed
by the speaker by providing a congruent response to the action initiated. For instance, a congruent response to a proposal is an
approval of that proposal. However, participants can also challenge and undermine the speakers’ claim to those rights by
responding to the first action with incongruent responses (see, for instance, Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2012 for the
announcement of decisions as incongruent responses to proposals).

In the current study, I have identified instances where interlocutors produce a non-lexical vocalisation as an embodied
demonstration of the rhythm and tempo to be followed and the deictic expression “so” or “so_was” with rising intonation in
their next turn. I argue that the vocalisations, in combination with the deictic expression “so_was”, form a multimodal
package (Goodwin, 2003; Hayashi, 2005; Heath, 1986; Stukenbrock, 2010), with which participants invite their addressees to
approve or disapprove of the suggested tempo and rhythm and establish a “symmetrical distribution of deontic rights”
(Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2012) on determining how to proceed.

2.2. The use of non-lexical vocalisations in social interaction

Non-lexical vocalisations are semantically and syntactically empty syllables that possess no lexical meaning but can be a
rich semiotic resource in accomplishing different social actions (Goodwin et al., 2002; Keevallik andOgden, 2020; Tolins, 2013).
These liminal signs (Dingemanse, 2020), combined with gestures and other semiotic resources, are shown to contribute to
action formation in their local environments (Goodwin et al., 2002). Non-lexical vocalisations have been examined in different
sequential environments, from interactions with persons with aphasia (Goodwin et al., 2002), to enactments in storytellings
(Clark, 2016; Fox and Robles, 2010; Goffman, 1978; Golato, 2000; Hsu et al., 2021; Sidnell, 2006; Streeck, 2002) and, more
relevant to this study, as an embodied resource in the context of music and dance instructions (Haviland, 2007; Keevallik, 2014,
2015; Tolins, 2013; Weeks, 1996). Weeks (1996) and Haviland (2007) examine vocalisations used in corrective sequences in
which the conductor mimics a musical piece. Their occurrence in corrective sequences is also observed by Tolins (2013) whose
study focuses exclusively on non-lexical vocalisation in one-to-onemusic tuitions. He demonstrates that vocalisations are used
by instructors in accomplishing two distinct actions, assessing and directing; assessing a piece that was previously played by
the student in order to highlight parts of it that need improvement and directing how a piece should be played in future
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performances. Vocalisations also feature as part of embodied demonstrations in dance instructions (Keevallik, 2014, 2015)
where non-lexical vocalisations are used to accompany the demonstration, thus filling up the vocal-turn space.

This paper will not focus on the use of non-lexical vocalisations per se but will examine their occurrence as part of a
multimodal package. The fundamental characteristic of the examples presented in this study is that the vocalisations are not
part of an instruction sequence (Haviland, 2007; Keevallik, 2014, 2015; Tolins, 2013; Weeks, 1996).3 In instructional se-
quences, the vocalisations are part of the instructor’s turn and are used to perform specific actions, such as assessments and
instruction giving (Tolins, 2013). The participants in my data, however, are friends, who occasionally meet to practice their
instruments, their level of competency is more or less the same and, hence, their relative knowledge of the piece they are
currently playing is the same. Their goal is not to teach and learn but to learn together, a characteristic that inevitably shapes
the sequential environment in which the vocalisations feature and, in turn, the action they perform. The present study also
differentiates itself from Keevallik’s (2014, 2015) examination of vocalisations. While in bodily-vocal demonstrations
vocalisations are merely accompaniments to the embodied demonstration, in the current study vocalisations are the
embodied demonstration that coordinated with other concurrent communicative acts (Streeck, 2013, p. 675) or semiotic
resources (Goodwin, 2000) form a multimodal package (Goodwin, 2003; Heath, 1986; Stukenbrock, 2010) or a multimodal
Gestalt (Mondada, 2014).4

2.3. German “so” as a multimodal package

Studies on the deictic use of “so” illustrate that the token functions as a grammatical link between the speaker’s gesture or
bodily performance and the addressee’s gaze practices (Stukenbrock, 2010, 2014, 2015), as it invites the addressee to look at
the embodied action of the speaker. Streeck (2002) also documents that “so” as a “flag” is accompanied by speakers’ gaze shift
to their hands when introducing an iconic gesture in order to alert their addressees’ attention to the extralinguistic infor-
mation that is to be gathered from the gesturing hands. Gaze then plays an important role in modal deictic practices5 and
attention sharing, not only in the participants’ on-line organization of joint attention but also in the establishment of
intersubjectivity. While in the aforementioned studies “so” is accompanied by “concurrent” gestures, the deictic reference in
this study accompanies “component” depictions. In multimodal packages of “so”with iconic gestures, the token precedes the
gesture and therefore aids in introducing the nonverbal behaviour that is imminent. The speaker’s gaze direction attracts the
addressee’s visual attention to the locationwhere this additional meaning can be found (Streeck, 2002). In contrast, the token
in this study follows an embodied demonstration that depicts a referent (Clark and Gerrig, 1990) and is anaphoric in nature.
Participants may produce some gestures that accompany the embodied demonstration, such as tapping or snapping their
fingers to the beat, but these are used complementarily to the vocalisation and do not form part of the demonstration.

The vocalisations are produced either as initiating actions, proposing a tempo and rhythm, or as responsive actions to a
previous suggestion, as candidate embodied demonstrations of that lexical suggestion. In other words, the verbal description
proposes a type, and the vocalisation is a token that is offered, an indexical representation of the suggestion. While the
vocalisations, in this case, function as candidate embodied demonstrations of the rhythm, with the deictic “so_was” par-
ticipants seek their co-participants’ confirmation of their candidate understanding in order to accomplish coordination and
cooperation between them in the performance of a musical piece (for a discussion on the German deictic “so” in seeking a co-
participant’s confirmation of an action, see Balantani, 2022). By seeking confirmation to their prior embodied demonstration,
speakers suggest that the proposal to proceed with their demonstrated tempo and rhythm is contingent on the recipient’s
approval. Addressees, in turn, direct their gaze to the sheet music and follow the suggested demonstration there. Thus, they
accept the embodied demonstration of the music as merely a suggestion that needs to be checked and not as something the
speaker has authority over to decide on his/her own. The purpose of this study is therefore twofold. First, it seeks to provide
an understanding of the deontic issues involved in the use of the multimodal package vocalisation þ “so_was”. In particular, I
describe how participants in non-instructive music sessions make use of this multimodal package in the sequences that
precede the performance to orient to their deontic rights with respect to making a decision on how to proceed. Second, by
considering the speaker and addressee’s eye-gaze in these sequential environments, I hope to contribute to continuing
research on the role of eye-gaze in multimodal packages with “so”.

3. Methodology and data

This study has been conducted using the methodological principles of Conversation Analysis (Drew, 2005; Sacks,
1992), which in terms of multimodal analysis describes how talk, gesture, gaze, body posture and the physical
3 Only Tolin’s (2013) study focuses exclusively on vocalisations. Weeks (1996) and Haviland (2007) examine the interplay of the different semiotic re-
sources that the instructor uses during instruction in orchestra rehearsals, one of which is the use of vocalisations to represent music. Hence, their focus is
not the study of vocalisations per se.

4 “Demonstrations” are embodied actions that are produced for others to imitate or avoid in the future and differ from “depictions” that are to be
interpreted and translated into future embodied performances (Szczepek Reed, 2021). In light of this distinction, I define the non-lexical vocalisations
produced by the speakers in this study as demonstrations of a rhythm to be imitated by themselves and their addressees in their performance of the next
piece.

5 “Modal deixis” concerns deictic reference to the manner or the quality of an object or an action (Stukenbrock, 2015). In German, modal deixis is
expressed by the manner adverbial “so”.
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surroundings of the participants are jointly used in the performance of social action (Deppermann, 2013; Deppermann
and Streeck, 2018; Goodwin, 2017; Kärkkäinen and Thompson, 2018; Keevallik, 2018; Mondada, 2014; Streeck et al.,
2011). Data recordings were conducted with the use of mobile eye-tracking glasses (Tobii Pro Glasses 2) worn by the
participants and an additional third camera to account for embodied conduct not visible through the eye-tracking. The
recordings of the eye-tracking glasses and the third camera were synchronized into one split-screen video and imported
into ELAN (2019) for transcription. The verbal transcriptions follow the GAT transcription system developed by Selting
et al. (2009) and the embodied conduct was transcribed according to Mondada’s (2019) conventions for multimodal
transcription (see Appendix).

The use of the eye-tracking glasses in this particular study, permits us to observe whether eye gaze is an important factor
in deictic referencing with “so” in the context of music rehearsals, where “hearing” rather than “seeing” is expected to be
more relevant. However, as we shall see, the eye-gaze patterns observed in the participants involved indicate that eye gaze is
used both by the speaker and the addressee to do specific things. And although gaze fixation is a result of an algorithmic
calculation, fixation is not used as a measurement of eye gaze. For this reason, in addition to the eye-tracking glasses, the data
was collected using an external camera. Gaze is transcribed using the external camera and by observing the participant’s head
movement before there is even a fixation. As Goodwin (1994) pointed out, the fact that participants are looking at a common
target, for instance, does not necessarily mean that they are “seeing” the same thing. Similarly, a fixation on an object or
participant at a certain moment in interaction is not taken as an indicator for gaze direction unless it is made obvious in the
interaction as well.

The data analysed is part of a larger corpus (26 h of recordings) on naturally occurring interactions in diverse settings in
German and Swiss German collected for a broader research project on deixis and joint attention funded by the Swiss National
Science Foundation (SNSF). For the purpose of the current study, I focus on three sets of recordings (2 h and 5 min
approximately) that pertain to music rehearsals between friends. The instruments being played are guitars in one of the
recordings, violins in another and a saxophone and two clarinets in the third recording. In this paper, I will present examples
from the recording of the violin players, that I name “Bratschen_01”, and the saxophone and clarinets, named “Klarinet-
ten_01”. The objective of these meetings is for the participants to practice their instruments by performing a piece of music
together. It is not an environment of music instruction where the purpose of the session is to teach and learn respectively.
Both participants in the recordings have equal knowledge and level of expertise on the musical piece and their instruments
and the aim is to advance their skills by practicing together.

With respect to the overall structural organisation of the interactions, participants are constantly switching between
playing their instruments and temporarily pausing the activity to engage in interaction. These pauses take the form of a
metatalk about the piece the participants just finished playing and how they are going to proceed. The vocalisations
under examination occur late in these “interaction-pauses”, namely just before the interlocutors begin playing their
instruments again. This is structurally the place where interlocutors negotiate and agree on the rhythm and tempo of the
musical piece they are about to perform. Several studies have focused their research on the transition between dis-
cussions about the imminent performance and the performance itself, preparing the start of the latter (for an overview of
studies that investigate such transition phases in performing arts, see Ivaldi et al., 2021). In their study on vocal master
classes, Szczepek Reed et al. (2013) investigate the negotiations that accompanists and singers undergo when coordi-
nating their restarts after a master’s instruction. Participants need to identify and distinguish between two types of
directives from the master: local directives that require immediate compliance and restart-relevant directives that make
compliance relevant at a later stage. Schmidt (2018) also looks at the resources deployed in theatrical rehearsals that
anticipate an upcoming performance and identifies two practices in the transition spaces, what he calls projections by
arrangements and preparations. These preparatory practices are important parts of the staging process. Similarly, in the
present study, before the start of their performance, participants need to achieve a coordination in the different “voices”
that each one is performing in. For that they sometimes count in numbers and often they use nonsense syllables, such as,
for instance, “tara ta ta” or “pam pam pam”. The collection consists of 5 instances of counting in numbers and 34 in-
stances of non-lexical vocalisations that are either stand-alone or accompanied by the deictic “so” or “so_was”. I will
focus on the use of non-lexical vocalisations in combination with the modal deictic “so” or “so_was” in the sequences
preceding the playing of the instruments.

4. Empirical analysis: shared decision-making

In what follows, I present data from music rehearsals where participants discuss how they should proceed in the per-
formance of the next piece on their sheet music. The non-lexical vocalisations in the data under consideration are produced
by participants as part of a multimodal package that contains the vocalisation as an embodied demonstration of the rhythm
and tempo accompanied by the deictic expressions “so” or “so_was”. I will provide four instances from two different data sets
that illustrate how the investigated practice is used in the context of practice sessions in deciding what the right tempo and
rhythm of a piece is and sharing the responsibilities of that decision. During this “negotiation process”, the non-lexical
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vocalisations are produced either as initiating actions, proposing a tempo and rhythm (ex. (3) and (4)), or in response to a
previous suggestion, as candidate embodied demonstrations of that lexical suggestion (ex. (1) and (2)). In both cases, the
vocalisation is followed by the deictic “so” or “so_was” with rising intonation, which makes a response by the addressee
conditionally relevant (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973) and involves him/her in the decision-making activity about the next steps,
namely the tempo and rhythm to be followed in the next piece.

In the first excerpt, there are three participants; two are playing the clarinet and one is playing the saxophone
and their seating arrangement is side-by-side. They just changed the sheet music on the music stand to a new one to play
a different piece. Before beginning to play, they are reading the notes on Jessica’s sheet to find out whether one of the
notes is a C or a D.6 The excerpt contains a number of attempts at vocalising how to play the piece from different
speakers. I will concentrate on the two uses of vocalisations accompanied by the deictic “so” at lines 12 and 32. While
both occurrences of “so” form a multimodal package, as the modal deictic reference is finely coordinated with the
embodied demonstration, the vocalisation, they are distinct in their interactional function. The “so” at line 09 is used
prospectively by the speaker as a “flag” (Streeck, 2002; Stukenbrock, 2010, 2014) that alerts the interlocutors’ auditory
attention to the upcoming embodied demonstration in the next turn. At line 34, on the other hand, the speaker uses “so”
retrospectively as a confirmation seeking device to her prior embodied behaviour. Therefore, while in both instances the
embodied action, the vocalisation, points to the quality of “so”, the practice “so” þ vocalisation flags an upcoming
vocalisation, without actively seeking any uptake from the addressee, whereas with vocalisation þ “so” requests a
confirmation to a prior embodied behaviour. Additionally, the stance that the speaker takes towards the piece in each
case differs. While in the first instance the speaker takes a more knowing stance, producing the deictic “so” and sub-
sequently demonstrating her own suggestion in an embodied way, in the latter, the stance the speaker is taking is one of
uncertainty.
6 Jessica is sitting in between the two other participants.
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Having suggested to play the piece in C major chord (l.04), Caroline proceeds to demonstrate the melody of the piece in
that chord in an embodied way (l.12). This focus shift from the tonality to the melody of the piece is marked with the turn-
initial reformulation marker “also”/‘so’ (Deppermann and Helmer, 2013). At line 09 Caroline shifts her gaze to Jürgen and
produces “also SO;”/‘so like this’, the deictic “SO”/‘like this’ serving as a “flag” for her upcoming embodied action (Streeck,
2002; Stukenbrock, 2010, 2014). Her “flag” attracts Jessica’s gaze but not Jürgen’s, who is looking at his sheet music.
Nevertheless, since the embodied action is not a gesture that is to be visually perceived but a vocalisation that requires the
addressees’ auditory attention, the absence of Jürgen’s gaze is not problematic. During her vocal demonstration, which is
produced in a slow tempo (l.12), Caroline recounts the beats in an embodied way as well by tapping her fingers on her leg. On
the second beat, Jürgen directs his gaze to Caroline and, at the end of her demonstration, proposes a different style, namely to
play it in “antikenstyle” (l.13).7 Caroline’s receipt of Jürgen’s suggestionwith the change-of-state token “aHA:;” (l.18) indicates
that she has undergone some change in her state of knowledge (Heritage, 1984). Her turn, then, at line 32 “TAK tak tara TA;”,
produced in a quicker tempo, is her candidate understanding of the newly proposed way of playing the piece which she
follows up with a confirmation seeking “SO?” (l.34). At the end of her second beat, she directs her gaze at her addressees
monitoring their attention and Jürgen directs his gaze at her at the same time until the end of her vocalisation. So, we have a
mutual monitoring of each other during the demonstration. Since Jürgen proposed this new style, the confirmation seeking
“SO?” (l.34) is directed at him. Having produced her candidate understanding of his suggestion, Caroline takes an unknowing
stance towards her prior embodied demonstration and, before proceeding to the next step of playing the piece, she needs
Jürgen’s approval of her candidate vocalisation. Only after the confirmation is produced at line 35 “hm_hm,” can the par-
ticipants proceed with their joint performance.

Agreeing on the rhythm and tempo before proceeding with the performance of a piece is important in the context of
practice sessions, where participants have to collaborate in order to produce music together. In such contexts, the practice
vocalisationþ “so_was” proves to be a resource utilised by interlocutors in their attempt to coordinate themselves. To this end, I
will examine three more excerpts in which the vocalisation is followed by a try-marked (Sacks and Schegloff, 1979) deictic
“SO_was” that demonstrate how this practice is utilised by participants in the service of establishing a joint decision on how to
perform the next part of a musical piece and sharing the responsibility of that decision. In excerpt (2), Steven and Lydia play the
violin and are standing facing each other. Prior to this sequence, they had trouble with synchronisation in a specific part of the
piece they were playing and were trying different “takts” (beats per bar). They eventually agreed that the quicker one sounds
better. Having found the right tempo for the previous piece they were playing and before moving on to the next one, the
7 By “Antikenstyle” I believe Jürgen refers to Stile antico, a music style that was used in the “transitional period between the Renaissance and Baroque
eras. The stile antico was the style of music based upon Giovanni Palestrina’s polyphonic musical style, used mostly for sacred music, and written around
the year 1600.” (https://www.freemusicdictionary.com/definition/stile-antico/, accessed 16/02/2021, 16:26).

https://www.freemusicdictionary.com/definition/stile-antico/
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participants are considering what the right tempo for this new piece could be. The practice, vocalisation þ “SO_was”, is used
here by Steven as a resource to implicate his co-participant in the decision-making process about the tempo to proceed with.
Steven produces a vocalisation at line 15 “pam pam pam PAM,” and with the deictic “SO_was” at line 18 he casts his prior
demonstration as a suggestion that requires the recipient’s approval. In this way, the recipient is implicated in making the
decision on what tempo to proceed with, as the speaker orients to the fact that he is not fully entitled to make that decision.
The deictic use of “SO_was” at line 18 is anaphoric as it refers to the quality of Steven’s vocalisation of the tempo and his
embodied display of understanding at line 15 “pampampamPAM,”. By vocalising the beats, Stevendisplays his understandingof
the “similar tempo” that his interlocutor previously suggested “ich würd sagen ÄHNliches tempo oder?”/‘I would say similar
temporight’ (l.12).His gazeduring thevocalisation isonhis interlocutorand iskeptonLydiauntil he receives a confirmation “JA;”/
‘yes’ (l.19) to his confirmation seeking “SO_was?”/‘something like that’ (l.18). Similar to the previous extract, however, his in-
terlocutor’s gaze is on her own sheet music; Lydia does not shift her gaze towards Steven until the end of his vocalising turn.
Nevertheless, her confirmation at line 19 demonstrates that, while her visual attention is not on Steven, her auditory attention is.
By producing the try-marked “SO_was” (l.18) afterhis candidate understandingof the “similar tempo” suggested by Lydia, Steven
takes an unknowing stance and requests his interlocutor’s confirmation to the prior embodied display. Again,whatwe can see in
thisexcerpt is two responsemobilising features, gaze and rising intonation (Stivers andRossano, 2010), beingusedby the speaker.
The speaker’s gaze is being keptonhis interlocutorwhile demonstrating the tempoandwith theuse of the try-marked “SO_was”,
the recipient is held accountable for responding and is implicated in the decision-making process. Theweakening of his deontic
stance (Stevanovic, 2013b) with “SO_was” casts his prior demonstration as a suggestion that requires the recipient’s approval. In
thisway, the recipient is implicated inmaking the decision onwhat tempo to proceedwith as the speaker orients to the fact that
he is not fully entitled to make that decision. After the confirmation at line 19 “JA;”/‘yes’, Steven verbalises his embodied display
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“<<all> eins VIERtel,>”/‘one quarter’ (l.20), thus confirming with Lydia that they share the same understanding of the just
completed embodied display of the tempo before they can proceed with the next step, the playing of the piece.

A similar use of the practice vocalisationþ “so_was” can be observed in the next extract that comes from the same recording
as the previous example. However, the vocalisation in this excerpt is not produced in response to a previously suggested tempo.
Instead, the speaker initiates a suggestion of a tempo to follow by vocalising it and produces “SO_was” in his next turn, thus
treating his embodied demonstration as contingent on the recipient’s approval. Prior to this excerpt, Lydia and Steven decide to
move on to play the last part of the piece they are currently playing, the allegro. Before proceeding to play their instruments,
they need to see what notes each of them has on their respective sheets so as to coordinate and perform the part correctly.8
The vocalisation of the referent “Durchgehende achtelkette” by Steven at line 08 followed by “SO_was” is treated as a
suggestion that needs to be confirmedby his interlocutor. By seeking confirmation to his embodied demonstration, he conveys a
weaker deontic stance (Stevanovic, 2013b) to thematter at hand. The proposal to proceedwithhis suggested tempo is presented
as contingent on the recipient’s approval. In order to coordinate themselves for the next part they are about to play, they need to
be cooperative and determine together how to proceed. And that is what “SO_was” projects in this case; the need for a sym-
metrical distribution of their rights to establish a joint decision and share the responsibility of that decision. Formulatedwith an
interrogative prosody, and in conjunction with the eye-gaze to his interlocutor, the deictic expression “SO_was” increases the
accountability for a response from his recipient (Stivers and Rossano, 2010). However, the confirmation to his embodied
demonstration comes at line 15 after an insert sequence where Lydia initiates repair. Lydia’s gaze is on her sheet music during
the demonstration and is directed at Steven 0.2 s after the deictic expression. The temporal alignment of her vocalisation at line
09, produced in overlapwith andmatching in rhythmwith the last syllables of Steven’s vocalisation (Clayton et al., 2005), aswell
as her uptake at line 13 demonstrate that, despite the lack of eye-gaze, she has been actively listening to the vocalisation. She
initiates repair “DAS sind achtel;”/‘these are eighths’ (l.13) suggesting that the tempo is too fast. This is subsequently repaired by
Steven in his next turn “TA ta ta ta tA ta ta ta tA ta ta;” (l.14) in which the vocalisation is produced in a slower tempo. Having
established the tempo of the next part, Lydia produces the confirmation token “JA”/‘yes’ (l.15) and proposes to give it a try (l.16).
The confirmation is providedbyLydia only after shehasnegotiated the right tempoby repairing Steven’s prior tempo suggestion
and he has corrected it. Thus, we can see how the embodied demonstration that precedes the confirmation seeking “SO_was” is
treated by the recipient as merely a suggestion and not a decision that is established.

Let us consider one last excerptwhere the practice vocalisationþ “so_was” is used in the negotiation of the tempo. Excerpt
(4) differs from the excerpts provided so far in that there is no verbal uptake of the participant’s vocalisation and subsequent
8 The two participants play different “voices”, so their sheet music is different.
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confirmation seeking “SO_was?”. However, as we shall see, the interlocutors align with the speaker in different ways in
overlap with her embodied display. So, what seems to be a “self-confirming” turn at line 14 is in fact a collaboratively pro-
duced accomplishment. Jürgen, Caroline and Jessica are about to pick out the next piece they are going to play and Caroline
requests if they can play something brisker than the last piece. Jürgen then suggests they play it in Rondo when Caroline
enquires about the tempo and subsequently produces a vocalisation as a candidate suggestion at line 10 “papidadidaTA: dadi
dididididüdadidadandü;”.
The vocalisation in this excerpt comes after a dispreferred response from Jürgen “(ich weiss das) ehrlich gesagt NICHT
mehr;”/‘(I do not know that) anymore to tell you the truth’ (l.06) to Caroline’s enquiry about the tempo of the next piece at
lines 01–03 “wie IST es so:,”/‘how is it like’ “TEMpomässig,”/‘in terms of tempo’. Jürgen was the one to suggest playing the
Rondo so at the end of line 01 Caroline directs her gaze at him and selects him as the next speaker. His non-answer response
that he does “not know anymore”, while addressing the relevance of a response, fails to collaborate in progressing the activity
further (Stivers and Robinson, 2006). Furthermore, the claim to lack of access to knowledge of the tempo projects the
emergence of a joint decision-making sequence about it. In fact, Jessica already begins “airplaying” and tapping her fingers on
the keys in themiddle of “TEMpomässig”/‘in terms of tempo’ (l.03) when it is projectable that they are in search of the tempo.
After Jürgen’s non-answer, Caroline joins Jessica in the search for the right tempo. She first imitates the melody by humming
the notes of her sheet music (l.08) and subsequently produces a vocalisation as a candidate suggestion of the tempo at line 10
“papidadidaTA: dadi dididididüdadidadandü;”. Her vocalisation is accompanied by a tapping of her fingers on her knee and
slight head movement to the beat. Her interlocutors, Jürgen and Jessica, accompany her vocalisation in an embodied way as
well. Jürgen hums silently in overlap and snaps his fingers to the beats towards the end of her vocalising turn as a
demonstration of entrainment with Caroline’s rhythm, while Jessica’s finger taps on the keys of her clarinet complement the
tempo of Caroline’s vocalisation (Clayton et al., 2005). At line 12 Caroline produces a confirmation seeking “irgend SO_was?”/
‘something like that’ (l.12) to her prior candidate demonstration. Although there is no verbal uptake from her interlocutors,
Caroline takes her interlocutors’ finger tapping and snapping during her demonstration to be embodied displays of alignment
to her suggestion and after 0.2 s she provides the confirmation herself “ja hätte ich jetzt AUCH gedacht; ”/‘yes I would have
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also thought so’ (l.14). The use of “AUCH”/‘also’ indicates that this is a joint decision as all participants implicitly agreed by
aligning with her in an embodied way in the prior turns. At the end of her turn (at “gedacht”), Caroline and Jürgen are
mutually monitoring each other and Jürgen nods slightly in agreement before his verbal agreement at line 16 “JA.”/‘yes’.

Similar to the prior examples we have seen, the gaze of the participants during the vocalisation is on their sheet music. The
speaker reads the notes and vocalises them and the addressees are following in their own sheet music. So, while their visual
attention is on their sheet music, their auditory attention is on the vocalisation. The addressees are actively listening to the
tempo performed by the speaker and are ready to confirm the correctness of the proposed tempo when asked to with
“SO_was”/‘something like that’. “SO_was” then is deictically used by the speaker to refer to the prior embodied demon-
stration. It is anaphorically used as a confirmation seeking device to Caroline’s candidate suggestion of the tempo. It orients to
the fact that the demonstration of the tempo is merely a suggestion that requires the recipients’ approval, it is an approximate
interpretation and not something the speaker has an authority over. This is particularly highlighted in this example as the
“SO_was” is preceded by the vagueness marker “irgend”, thus indexing uncertainty. The future course of action followed in
the next piece is a decision that all three players have to agree on and share responsibility for.

5. Discussion

The paper has investigated a systematic use of non-lexical vocalisations in conjunctionwith the deictic “so” or “so_was” in
achieving coordination in a joint activity, namely a music rehearsal. The study has shown that in music rehearsals, such as the
one examined in this study, participants use the practice vocalisationþ “so” or “so_was” to coordinate their actions and agree
on how they are going to proceed, what rhythm they are going to follow or how quick the tempo is going to be. By examining
the sequences that precede the performance of a piece, I show that non-lexical vocalisations are produced either as initiating
actions, proposing a tempo and rhythm (ex. (3) and (4)), or as responsive actions to a previous suggestion, as candidate
embodied demonstrations of that lexical suggestion (ex. (1) and (2)). In both cases, the vocalisation is followed by the deictic
“so” or “so_was” with rising intonation, which establishes a strong expectation of a confirmation from the addressee
(Schegloff and Sacks,1973).While the turn design of vocalisationþ “so” or “so_was”with rising intonationmarks it as seeking
response, the interactional function of this practice is to establish a “symmetrical distribution of deontic rights” (Stevanovic
and Peräkylä, 2012) on determining how to proceed. By seeking confirmation to their prior embodied demonstration,
speakers orient to a shared deontic authority with respect to the future plan of action (Stevanovic and Peräkylä, 2012). The
proposal to proceed with their demonstrated tempo is contingent on the recipient’s approval and so the addressee is involved
in the decision-making process. Additionally, in all of the extracts we have seen, the speakers’ gaze is on the addressee during
the vocalisation. Holding their gaze on their interlocutors beyond the completion of their demonstration and producing “so”
or “so_was” with rising intonation in the next turn establishes a strong expectation for an affirmative response. In line with
Stivers and Rossano’s (2010) earlier work on response mobilising features, the speakers of the vocalising turns use gaze and
prosody as resources in mobilising a response and involving the addressee in the decision-making process. Addressees, in
turn, direct their gaze to the sheet music and follow the suggested demonstration there. Thus, they accept the embodied
demonstration of the music as merely a suggestion and acquiesce to maintain the symmetrical distribution of deontic rights.

Furthermore, the study has focused on the use of vocalisations as part of a multimodal package in a “relaxed” environment
where participants are friends whose goal is to practice together and learn from each other. In music instructions (Tolins,
2013) and orchestra rehearsals (Haviland, 2007; Weeks, 1996) where the target is to improve performance and musicality
overall, vocalisations are used in corrective sequences to accomplish actions such as assessments of performances and di-
rections on how to improve one’s performance. In practice sessions, on the contrary, vocalisations combined with the deictic
“so” or “so_was” are used to accomplish coordination and cooperation between participants in the performance of a musical
piece. The vocalisations are produced as suggestions or candidate understandings that require the addressee’s approval and
therefore establish a symmetrical distribution of deontic rights with regard to decision-making.

With respect to the deictic use of “so”, the investigated practice has shown a different type of multimodal package from the
ones analysed so far. In contrast to themultimodal packageswith “so” described in the literature, where “so” is accompanied by
“concurrent” gestures (Balantani, 2021, 2022; Balantani and Lázaro, 2021; Streeck, 2002; Stukenbrock, 2010, 2014, 2015), the
deictic reference in this studyaccompanies “component”depictions. The embodied action in these instances is a vocalisation, an
auditory cue. By vocalising the tempo and rhythm speakers iconically represent its quality, how the piece should sound. The
deictic “so_was” then does not point to the gaze summoning quality of “so” (Stukenbrock, 2010) but to the speakers’ shared
auditoryattention. And although addressees’ gaze is not on the speaker during his/her vocalisation, their subsequent agreement
demonstrates that their auditory attention is on the speaker’s audible demonstration. Hence, by withdrawing their gaze, ad-
dressees are in fact doing being a good listener and display their attentiveness to their interlocutor’s embodied demonstration.

What is more, in line with Streeck’s (2002) observation that the use of “so” with bodily enactments marks a change in
“footing” (Goffman, 1981), the vocalisations in this study mark a change in footing from talk to embodiment of the rhythm.
The vocalisations act as mimetic representations of the rhythm to be followed with the musical instrument and are produced
with the same modality as talk, namely the voice. Similar to enactments described by Streeck (2002) where the speaker
pretends to occupy another body and animate certain features of it, the speakers in the instances examined in this study use
their voices to animate a musical instrument. Participants over the course of the sequence shift their footing between the
“talking” voice and the “animated” voice that is used for the demonstration. The “so” that is produced after the vocalisation
marks the end of the “animated” voice and the shift back to the “talking” voice.
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In sum, the paper has described a practice that interlocutorsmake use of in coordinating their actions in joint activities and
establish a collaborative decisionwith respect to their future plans of action (Stevanovic, 2013b). The practice described is the
use of non-lexical vocalisations in combinations with the deictic “so_was”. One possible line of future inquiry is to explore the
relationship between vocalisations with and without the tag and do a comparative analysis. It would be interesting to see
what the absence of a tag in the same sequential environment does in terms of action formation. Future research could build
on the results presented here and investigate the role of vocalisations as such in this context.
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Appendix A

GAT 2 transcription conventions (GAT2, Selting et al., 2009; for the English translation see Couper-Kuhlen and Barth-
Weingarten, 2011).

Sequential structure
In- and outbreaths

Pauses

Other segmental conventions

Laughter and crying
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Continuers
Accentuation

Final pitch movements of intona-
tion phrases

Other conventions
Appendix B

Embodied actions are transcribed according to the following conventions developed by
Lorenza Mondada (see Mondada 2018 for a conceptual discussion).

https://www.lorenzamondada.net/multimodal-transcription
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